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Dear Eleanor
thank you for your email responding to mine. I note that there are no further public events in
connection with the third River crossing plan to take place and that you are operating in
accordance with current government practice despite the impact and disruption of the virus.
 

I have considerable concern that two pieces of key evidence that should be in the possession of
the applicants have not been declared to the enquiry. The reason given by the applicant as I have
pressed this point on several occasions was that they could not locate them, although the county
council itself commissioned the first document. Both documents are concerned with the
alignment of a carefully planned strategic rail route to the outer harbour building on the former
rail route which ran in the past to the East quay south of the planned alignment of the third River
crossing.
 
I have attempted to raise this matter with the applicants over several months and my
understanding when I first raised it is that the protection of the route could be maintained within
the footprint of the third River crossing. The applicants appear to have changed their minds now,
why I do not know ,and now are not in favour of protecting the strategic rail route which they
were a party to initially identifying.
 
Over a period of two months and more I have tried to raise this at a strategic level with the
county council had no response. I feel I'm being run out of time and held off without a reply.
Previously I'd sent the county council other strategic reports on identifying the importance of rail
links to the ports.
 
As the county council could not locate its own copy of the two reports, and neither could the
Borough Council, I took the time using my former connections as the retired chief executives of
the port authority to locate the port authority's own copies of these two reports and sent them
to the county council and also to the Great Yarmouth Borough Council. I believe that both these
reports should have been tabled as part of the general evidence in making the case for the third
River crossing and what effects it would have in terms of building and operation. I attach copies
of both reports for the inspector to read and I believe that the tape of the meetings which I
attended in Great Yarmouth will show that I raised the matter of the rail link to the port in a
public forum.
 
After a very unsatisfactory meeting in trying to discuss the issue at County Hall with the
applicants I was told that the county could not find its copies of the report and could not spare
the time to look for them. It was at this juncture I located the port authority copies and
subsequently copied them round asking for a meaningful response.
 
I have not had a meaningful response from the county council as applicants except for the fact
they point out that the maintenance and protection of the strategic rail route , although extant
at the present time ,was not planned to be protected by the borough council current draft



revision of the  Great Yarmouth borough wide plan. I believe that the fact that the strategic rail
alignment was currently favoured and protected should have been declared to the enquiry. The
presumption that a current consultation, which is yet to be considered by the public and its
views taken and also decided upon by the Borough Council  in assuming that the revision of the
plan would eliminate the protection of the rail alignment is I believe premature.

I have provided the Borough Council itself with copies of these two reports which it also could
not locate and in a meeting with the council leader, the  chief executive and high steward of the
town there was a consensus that this strategic route should be protected. I do not know the
mechanism of how this will work itself out but I contend in these circumstances the fact that the
applicants have not tabled the two rail reports ,one of which itself commissioned, and declined
to look for them was a negligence in submitting evidence to the enquiry which it should have
taken trouble to remedy rather than hopefully ignore and trust to the fact that nobody raised
the matter.

In my view given the crucial nature of the problems the world is suffering from in trying to deal
with the virus at the present time will necessitate an increasing interest in dealing with climate
change once hopefully the pandemic is over. The ports of Europe for some considerable time
and from my experience in serving as Deputy Chairman of the British Ports Association and on
the European seaports organisation in a former life indicates that multimodal facilities in the
ports are going to be considerable factors in their success. The road links to Great Yarmouth in
the past have not been improved south of Norwich to the necessary extent after campaigns for 
a period of more than nearly half a century to my knowledge. In the task of reducing emissions
indications are that long distance rail traffic to the ports may well result from any legislation in
the future limiting polluting lorries. In the absence of a rail link in the circumstances the port ,
which is a significant economic driver for the town ,would be placed in a considerable
disadvantage.

I believe that the options to maintain the possibility of creating a strategic rail link to the port as
planned by the county council ,the borough council, the port authority and backed by the
European Commission at the time of the major grant to assist the construction of the outer
harbour should be maintained .

I'm sorry to write at this late hour on this factor but I believe it is important in the context of
considering how the third River crossing is constructed and what effect it might have. The
omission of the evidence I provide I think is significant in the context of the applicant's case.
Improved road access to the outer harbour has being a desired aim of port interests several
years and certainly at the time when I promoted the Great Yarmouth Outer Harbour Bill.
However in these changing times I believe view mission of a protection of a strategic rail route is
short-sighted and lacking in strategic vision and puts all Great Yarmouth eggs into one transport
mode for the future.

Written in haste.

I would be grateful if you could acknowledge safe receipt of this email.

Kind regards
Michael Boon



Retired Chief Executive of the Great Yarmouth Port Authority








































































































































































